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Vizualize is a leading retail analytics company based in Hong Kong. We have been focusing on the retail analytics 

market since 2004. The long history in the market has allowed us to accumulate vast experience in the market, as 

well as how our retail customers are engaging with the data today. As of today, Vizualize has worked with well-

known global brands and has installations globally. Our experience has helped these brands to identify and adopt 

optimal and cost-effective solutions for their requirements quickly.

Vizualize develops its own products from its Hong Kong head office, including our 3D sensor, Video Analytics and 

Storemetrics reporting platform. The ownership of these products has made customization and integration easier. 

Even though our products are seamlessly integrated as a platform, we continuously integrate with other technol-

ogy partners to enrich the data sets available to our customers.

Vizualize’s core retail analytics concept is about the conversion funnel. We look at a store as a venue that attracts 

customers from outside, who will then browse your product, pick up your product, try on your product and 

eventually purchase your product. All the details and services in the shop are efforts to convert customers at each 

stage to get closer to a purchase whenever possible. Our tools therefore aim at providing conversion at each stage 

of the customer journey, so that our retail clients can make right decisions to keep improving on the conversion 

rate.

COUNT

Traffic counting has become one of the key KPI over 

the years. We offer an omnidirectional counting 

system as well as staff exclusion features that filter 

your data and make your data meaningful. Apart 

from entrance counting, we also do walkby traffic, 

entrance direction, floor traffic and fitting room 

traffic.

TOUCH

Once you customer is stopping in front of your 

product display, they are engaged. Our products can 

then measure if the customer has picked up the 

product from the display and if so, where do they 

pick up most from.

QUEUE

Your cashier queues and service desks can be too 

busy that you start losing some customers as they 

leave after waiting too long at the queues. Knowing 

their waiting time using our product can help 

managing your queues better. 

VIEW/DEMOGRAPHICS

Our product estimates the gender and age group of 

you customers, providing a profile that you can work 

with your display selection.

MULTIPLE SENSORS

With larger area, we can combine data from multiple 

sensors to monitor the path of individual customer. 

Our tools can give you analysis similar to that for your 

website, i.e. how your customer navigate and how 

long they spend on each stop.

WINDOW DISPLAY

Window display is a valuable VM item in the store, 

understanding the effect of window display can 

help adjusting your messages to maximize its 

impact. Our products measure the number of 

audiences in front of your window display that gives 

you instant feedbacks.

TRACK/HEAT MAP 

Your customers start browsing around once they 

enter your store. The question is whether they are 

engaged with your product display or simply

browsing, and which product displays receive the 

most of attention. Track creates heat map and give 

you number of customers who are engaged with 

your product displays. The same can be applied to 

your interactive kiosks to know if they are making

an impact.
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Touch –
Define what are the featured products and products with less 

interest through tracking customers’

behaviour on selecting products off the shelf

Products to be displayed at noticeable location to obtain greater 

attraction

Shelf arrangement within store

Ways to obtain data for analysing customers’ interest and 

behaviour:

Track people reaching, touching, picking up the products on or off 

the shelf/ gondola/ clothes hanger

How many people reach, touch, pick up the products

How long they have reached, touched, picked up the products

Track –
Define which area or section within store has greater traffic by 

obtaining the data of:

Dwell time browsing in front of shelf/ gondola/ clothes hanger

Occupying frequency of selected area or section within store 

Queue –
Monitors the number of people waiting in line:

Schedule staff based on predicted traffic patterns

Determine optimal staff-to-shopper ratios

Set custom alerts on fluctuations in queuing times, 

allowing staffs to be reallocated

Count –
Measure traffics between levels

Define the relationship between mall’s traffic when shop is 

attached with mall

Understand the overall customers’ interest by knowing their 

shopping pattern between levels

Touch –
Provide insights into customers’ interest and behaviour 

through the interactive fixtures

built in store either temporary or permanently

How many people touch/use the interactive fixture/tools

How long people have interacted with the fixture/ tools

Define where to locate the fixture in order to attract 

more traffics to the store

Count –
Understanding:

Direction of traffics

In/Out traffics of the store

In/Out staff traffics

Traffic “habits” during big seasons/promotion

weeks/ special events

Conversion between traffics and sales

performance when sales data is integrated

Walkby –
Sensor placed near entrance to collect data 

outside of shop for more people traffic insights

Traffics passing by shop entrance

Conversion between people walking by outside of shop 

and people who enter shop

Window Display –
Sensor placed at window display (Inside shop):

Traffics passing by window display

How many people stopping by window display

Dwell time of people viewing window display

Track –
Track the path of people walking in store: 

Generate heatmap to show “hot and cold” spots of the store

Understand the pattern of people walking between zones 

when there are different zones within the store

Count –
Measure the traffic of each zone in order to discover which    

zone has greater traffic and which has less:

IN/OUT traffic between zones

Conversion between zone traffics and main entrance traffics

Zone adjustment, e.g size and location of zone, featured 

products in each zone
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